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Any employee of any Lithuanian or foreign higher school, re
search institution or industrial enterprise can send his or her ar
ticle to “Geologija” collected papers, if the article deals with new 
scientific or serious applied problems.

The articles in Lithuanian, English, Russian and other lan
guages are accepted. If the article is in English, two summaries 
in Lithuanian and in Russian should be presented; if the paper is 
in Lithuanian, summaries in English and Russian are desirable. 
The article commonly should not exceed 0.5 printer’s sheet (11 
manuscript pages with figures), but exceptions are possible.

Structure of an article.
The title of the article should be printed in capital letters, 

starting from the left margin. The author’s first and second name 
in small letters go after the title at the left margin. The right 
side of the sheet should contain the bibliography of the article 
in English, i. e. the author(s)’ family name, initials, title of the 
article, place and year of publication, journal number (No.), 
pages (P.), ISSN, abstract, key words, dates when the article was 
received and accepted, corresponding author’s address. the text 
should be printed doublespaced (Microsoft Word, Times New 
Roman 12point typeface). Subtitles are desirable.

References in the text should be put in parentheses, indi
cating the author’s name and year of publication. The list of re
ferences should be made in alphabetical order. The titles of the 
references are given in the original language, starting with the 
Latin alphabet, then followed by Cyrillic, and vice versa, if the 
article is presented in Russian, e. g.:

Brett C. E., Boucot A. J. and Jones B. 1993. Absolute depths of 
Silurian benthic assemblages. Lethaia. 26 (1). 25–40.

Grigelis A. A. 1993. Geological time from the viewpoint of 
regional stratigraphy. Lietuvos aukštųjų mokyklų mokslo dar-
bai. Geologija. 14. 6–17.

Holland C. H. 1989. Principles of Silurian stratigraphical 
classification. History. Classification. In: Holland C. H., Basset 
M. G. (eds.). Global Standard for the Silurian System. National 
Museum of Wales. Geological Ser. 9. 7–26.

Paškevičius J. 1994. Baltijos respublikų geologija. Vilnius: 
Valstybinis leidybos centras. 447 p.

Мянниль Р. М. 1966. История развития Балтийского бас
сейна в ордовике. Таллин: Валгус. 224 с.

Figures include photographs and shaded drawings, which 
must be compact and fit for reproduction. Drawings must 
be distinct, made in Indian ink or printed out on a laser prin
ter, greyscale, unless otherwise agreed in advance. The co
lour version may be presented directly for the electronic ver
sion of the paper. Their format should not exceed A4 size;  
in case of reduction, the size of drawings should be 17 × 24 cm, 
11 × 14 cm or even less to fit an 8 cm column. Linear scale should 
be applied for maps and sketches. Inscriptions in the drawings 
should be made by computer in printing characters. Figure le
gends should be presented on a separate sheet. Tables should be 
printed out on separate pages, numbered and titled.

Two copies of the article should be presented. Manuscript is 
not returned to the author. Proofs for corrections are sent only 
once.

Members of the Editorial Board supervise the following 
branches of geological researches:

Prof. Dr. Habil. V. Baltrūnas – Quaternary geology, geoecol
ogy;

Prof. Dr. Kastytis Dundulis – engineering geology;
Prof. Dr. Habil. A. Grigelis – marine geology, stratigraphy;
Prof. Dr. Habil. V. Juodkazis – hydrogeology;
Prof. Dr. Habil. A. Jurgaitis – sedimentology, raw mineral 

materials, economic geology;
Prof. Dr. Habil. R. Mokrikas – hydrogeology;
Doc. Dr. V. Kadūnas – mineralogy, geochemistry;
Doc. Dr. G. Motuza – petrology, Precambrian geology;
Prof. Dr. Habil. J. Paškevičius – stratigraphy, paleontology, 

regional geology;
Prof. Dr. Habil. P. Suveizdis – tectonics, geophysics;
Habil. Dr. S. Šliaupa – tectonics, sedimentology.
The articles are presented to the member of the Editorial 

Board who supervises the branch under consideration. Each ar
ticle is sent to an expert for a critical review, and then the board 
member decides whether the paper is fit for publication.
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